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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose an explicit approximation of the Kahler-

Einstein-Calabi-Yau metric on the Kummer surfaces, which are manifolds of

type K3. It is constructed by gluing 16 pieces of the Eguchi-Hanson metric

and 16 pieces of the Euclidean metric. Two estimates on its curvature are

proved. Then we prove an estimate on the first eigenvalue of a covariant

differential operator of second order. This enables us to apply Taubes's

iteration procedure to obtain that there exists an anti-self-dual connection

on the considered Kummer surface. In fact, it is a Hermitian-Einstein

connection from which we conclude that Kummer surfaces' co-tangent bundle is

stable and therefore their tangent bundle is stable too.
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1 Introduction

In 1954 E.Calabi conjectured that if the first Chern class of a compact
Kahler manifold vanishes, then there exists Ricci-flat Kahler metric on it
[5,6], He proved the uniqueness of this metric and suggested how to prove
the existence [6]. This conjecture leads to many interesting results in ge-
ometry (if it is true). Using very hard analysis S.-T.Yau was able to prove
Calabi's conjecture [39]. In fact, he has reduced the conjecture to a prob-
lem of solving Monge-Ampere equation and for this equation he applied
the continuous method. The heart of the proof is to obtain an estimate on
C°-norm of the solution. Then he estimated the gradient, second and third
derivatives following suggestions of Calabi. Later, his proof was simplified
by J.Kazdan |l5j ,J.P.Bourguignon [3] and T.Aubin [1,2].The last one has
his own contribution to solving the Calabi conjecture (especially in the
case of negative first Chern class).
Yau has obtained some new results in differential and algebraic geometry
[38|.Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize the fact that his proof [39)
itself has great value from the point of view of the partial differential equa-
tions.
One of the most important consequences of Yau's proof of the Calabi's
conjecture is the existence of non-trivial Ricci-flat Kahler metric on K3
surfaces. By definition K3 surface is a 2-dimensional compact complex
manifold whose first Detti number 6j = 0 and whose first Chern class
r, 0. By a result of Y.-T.Siu [30J it follows that every K3 surface is
Kahler. From this fact and Yau's proof one concludes that K3 surfaces ad-
mit Kiihler non-trivial Ricci-flat metrics. They can be used in investigation
of the moduli space of K3 (see [33,17]).
For the present K3 are the unique simply connected compact manifolds on
which such metrics exist.Another compact manifold which admits Einstein
vacuum metric is the torus T in C". In this case the unique solution of Ein-
stein vacuum equations is the restriction to T of the Euclidean flat metric,
but it is not interesting from differential geometrical point of view. The
exact formula for K3 Kahler-Einstein-Calabi-Yau metric is not know,n yet.
The construction of this metric in explicite form or in appropriate approx-
imation is of great interest both for the mathematicians [12] and for the
physicists [28]. Actually, N.Hitchin has set in [12] the problem of finding
of the K3 mtric explicitly and he proposed a method of attacking which
was based on twistor theory. Later, Topiwala published a new proof of the
Calabi's conjecture for Kummer surfaces [35,36], but he was not able to
propose explicite solution. The problem of constructive description of the
Kahlcr-Einstein-Calabi-Yau metric on K3 surfaces was pointed out also by
Atiyah [34],Yau [40],Kirby [16].
In this paper we propose an explicit approximation of the K3 metric in the
particular case of a Kummer surface. The approximation metric (denote it
hy k) is constructed as follows.
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Let F = Z* be a lattice in C ! , which is generated by four vectors, linearly
independent over R. Consider the involution

a : T - -» T

defined by
«7(X) = - I

which acts on the complex torus T — C2/T. If we factorize the torus with
respect to the relation of equivalence

iff a(x) = y we shall obtain a singular surface

X = 7 7 - = T/ff.

It is easy to see that X has 16 singular points and near a singular point
it can be embedded locally in C3. In fact, near a singular point it can be
identified locally with the cone <r! = xy in C3.
Then we blow up the 16 singular points and let K be the resulting non-
singuiar surface. K is said to be Kummer surface. One verifies that ct(K) —
0 . It is proved that bi = 0 [31]. So K is certainly of type K3.
Under a - processes every singular point is replaced by a copy of CP1, the
complex one-dimensional projective space. Inside a neighbourhood (ball)
of every distinct projective line in K , which has sufficiently small radius A,
we consider the metric of Eguchi-Hanson <?EH ( see [7,10,13] ) and outside
the neighbourhood of radius 2A - the EucSidean metric g^. Let (a, 0) be an
appropriate partition of unity subordinate to the above balls. We define

h - agEff + j3gE.

h is a Hermitian metric, which is not Kahlc one,but in large regions
(in those regions, where h = gsn or A = <?£ ) it is Kahler. Moreover, it
is almost self-dual because JEH and gE are self-dual. The metric h was
deuced 'heuristically' ( if we use the words of N.Hitchin,[12] ,p.H5 ) by
Page [29] , but we have proved ( see [4] and Section 2 ) that it yields a good
approximation of the unknown K3 metric and we use it in a concrete way.
This enables us to obtain the following result.

Theorem 1 There exists a self-dual connection on the Kummer surface K.

We prove this theorem using the iteration scheme of C.Taubes [32]. For
this purpose we need estimates on the curvature of h and a lower uniform
estimate on the first non-zero eigenvalue of an operator of type DV• Our
exposition is closed to that of C.Taubes in [32] ( see also [23] ), but we com-
pute the Hodge-star operator with respect to the metric h , which depends
on the small parameter A. For the application of Taubes's method we need
the constants in estimates to be independent of A. We overcome this prob-
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lem by applying a result of Li and Yau [25] , concerning lower estimates on
the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplace operator in terms of some ge-
ometric characterises of the manifold and using Poincare inequality. This
is done in Sections 2,3 and 4.
On the other hand there is a notion of stability of a bundle over compact
complex manifold and a notion of Hermitian-Einstein metrics and connec-
tions. We understand stability here in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto
(see.[18,19,20,21,26] ), namely •. a vector bundle B over a compact manifold
M is called stable ( semistable ), if for every coherent subsheaf F of E with

0 < rk(F) < rk(E)

the following inequality holds :

where n{F) is degree/rank ratio. The degree of F is given by

where ui is the fundamental form of a fixed Kahler metric on M
n) and Ci(F) is the first Chern class of F.
Let's now recall another definition. A connection A with curvature eFA is
said to be Hermitian-Einstein connection if FA satisfies the equation

KFA = ip.I

( for definition of A see [37,18] or Section 5 ). The function p may be
considered as a. constant. Now it is well-known that any holomorphic bundle
which admits an irreducible Hermitian-Einstein connection is stable [26,20].
There is a relation between the notion of stability of vector bundles over
complex algebraic surfaces and existence of anti-self-dual connections on
them. It was traced by S.Donaldson who had proved the following

Theorem 2 (S.Donaldson,[8]) Let X be a protective algebraic surface,
which is imbedded in CPN and ui be a Kahler metric on it such that asso-
ciated cohomoiogy class of w is dual to the hyperplane section class [HJ.
Then a bundle over X is stable, with respect to the projective embedding
if and only if it admits an irreducible Hermitian-Einstzin connection with
reaped to the metric w. This connection is unique.

If we combine the results of Yau and Donaldson we shall obtain that the
holomorphic tangent ( or cotangent) bundle of K3 surfaces ( and in partic-
ular that of Kummer surfaces ) is stable. Our main purpose in this paper
is to give a new proof of this fact. The following theorem holds.

- 4 -

Theorem 3 The Kummtr surfaces' cotangent bundle is stable.

From this theorem one irmiediately concludes that the tangent bundle of K
is stable too. There are some evident consequences of this assertion such
as that exterior products , symmetric products and etc. of the tangent and
cotangent bundle are stable.
Our proof is organized as follows. First we reverse the orientation of K.
Then Theorem 1 gives us that there exists an anti-self-dual ( with respect
to the metric h ) connection A on K. It is proved that A is a. Hermitian-
Einstein connection. We compute the operator A again with respect to the
Herrnitian metric h, despite it is not Kahler .Then if we repeat the proof of
Lubke [26] we shall obtain the desired result. For this purpose i t is sufficient,
to use Hermite-Einstein condition and to apply a theorem of Gauduchon
[11]. One can find the details in Section 5.

2 Definition of the almost self-dual metric
and estimates on its curvature

In this section we introduce some notations and give the exact definition
of the metric h which is our main tool in this paper. Then we prove
estimates on its curvature and on the self-dual part of the curvature: ( sec
Proposition 1 below ). Our exposition follows the pattern of [4], but here
we make some modifications and simplifications.
Let A be the connection matrix of some connection on K.Thcn there is a
well-defined operator

which is called covariant derivative. As usual f\v denotes the space of
exterior forms on K of degree p.Using the projection

one can define another operator

which acts on p-forms as follows

DAip = dip + A A <p + ( - 1 ) » ' V A A.

Very often, instead of 'connection DA ( or V^ ' we shall speak about the
'connection A'.
Now let <p be a p-form on K {0 < p < 4. In some local coordinates
i 1 , ! 1 , i 3 , ! 1 it is expressed as

<p —• tpH..,,rdx'' A • • • A dz' 1 ' .
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Everywhere in this paper we shall use Einstein's animation convention as
above. Let h be a Hermitsan metric on K. Reh is the corresponding Rie-
nsrauann metric which we will denote again by h with no confusion.h de-
termines a Hodge operator */, as veil as the Euclidean metric determines
Hodge operator *. In local coordinates ( see (9| ) :

and

- ~h'»< • • • A dx"
P'-

where h -; det(h,j) and E is the fully antisymmetrical tensor. If F is a
matrix with elements p-forms <pl- , then

P'

in particular

The Lj-norms of F are defined by

[jCl {pj},7=:l,...,16, be the set of the singular points of the surface X. In

fa<'1 1 1 1 1 1 1
P J ( { ( O 1 0 , 0 , 0 ) ; t 0 1 O 1 0 , - ) ; ( 0 , O 1 - , O ) ; • • • ; ( - , - , - , - ) } .

Let B'x be the ball of radius A and centre at p,. We choose

1

This condition provides

if j •/' .s . Define

and 0 < a} < 1. Set

and /?(z) I r*(i) , i.e. a >- 0 = 1. Then

1 if r G Si for some j = 1,...,16;
0 if x $ Bii for every s.

(1)
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After making 16 cr-processes, we shall denote again by J3J the image of the
ball B{ with no confusion. In the ball B\ — B\ we know the metric of
Eguchi - Hanson

QEH =
/1+ct e\zi\

1 * , I '
, c[l+ I--1*1'

where
* = (i + | * i l 1 ) 1 , * , ,^ec ,

c > 0 is an arbitrary constant ([7]). In order to prove a technical lemma
( see Appendix ) we chose c — i. gEH is a Kahler metric on the bundle
L —» CP* , where L is bihoiomorphically equivalent to the cone

See [7] . On the other hand our Kummer surface K defines the same bundle,
that is, gEH is the metric near every singular point p we need. Then the
metric k is denned by

h = a(x)gEH + 0(z)gE (2)

where ge is the Euclidean metric. Let (ip, U) be a local coordinate chart
such that

peU,v> :U —. R\<p{p) - 0 .

Introduce real normal ( for h ) coordinates x1,x1,xs,tt Thus

/i«(p) = <S1J,<i/i'J(p) = 0:^(7) = x,qeU\ k'i-S" \<\ <p{g) \7 p(p) < | x \2p(p)

(3)
for all q £ U.\ x f is the Euclidean norm of x € R* and p(p) is constant
which does not depend on \. Hence

and
s/h = 1 + O(X).

(4)

(5)
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We shall work always in a neighbourhood of a blown up singular point
P — p; , i.e. it is sufficient to prove the estimates on the curvature of h only
in a ball B2>, of radius 2\ , because outside this ball k = gg and here we
have nothing to prove. We make the change of variables

- x' + V- l i% 3j = x" + V-lx\ (6)

One gets that the metric h — ctgElt + 0gE can be expressed in the form

(A 0 C -D\
0 A D C
C D B 0

-D C 0 B

where

A --- a{-

C -^ 2ai
+ 4*

D - 2a
(1 + i ' '

and

V Ĥ will denote the unique connection corresponding to h , which is deter-
mined by the ChristofFel symbols

r,t - ~t. • +

whore

An - c2 - D2

dx" dxm"

B 0 -C D
0 B -D -C

-C -D A 0
D -C 0 A

(8)

is the inverse matrix of h. Let FAl, denote the curvature of the connection
Ao .

Proposition 1 There exists a constant Co > 0 such that for all p > 1 and
A < ~ the following estimates hold

\\FA,, \\Lr <CB\,

11 p-FAa lit, < Co A-

Here P- — ^-p- and CQ is independent of A.

(9)

(10)

Definition 1 A connection whose curvature satisfies (10) is called almost
self-dual connection.

Proof of the Proposi t ion l.We shall follow the patern in [4j. First we
need a technical lemma.

Lemma 1 Tktre exists a constant kg > 0 independent of A such that in
the ball B^ the estimate

l 4 i ( l < * 0 (11)

holds for all i,j,k,l ~ 1,2,8,4. ^u o r e ^ e components of the Ripmanniann
tensor corresponding to h .

For the proof of this lemma see Appendix or [4|. We have

I FA. U = lh»h"H<tln>lt < l 5 2 \ h * \ \ h" || R-t, || R>,t |

From Lemma 1 and its proof we get that

l ^ , , | , <k\ (12)

where the constant kj is independent of A. Then ( see (5) )

-.g.



It follows ( from (12) ) that

since p > 1 . Further

f
\x\<2\

We insert (4) and (5) in (13) and we obtain

| 1\ FAl, \h < const,**. £ | &ju

Then from (H) we conclude that

R>kl | < k\X*.

(13)

(H)

Q.K.D.

3 An estimate on the first eigenvalue of the
operator DAOD*AQ

In this section we do some preparation work to be able to apply Taubes's
iteration procedure ( sec [23,32j ) for proving of the Theorem 1 in Intro-
duction . Our exposition is closed to that in [23,32] and we use the same
or similar notations.
Recall that

where *>, is t.hc ilodgc-star operator corresponding to the metric h. Then
tin? .'-pace A2 is decomposed in two parts:

where P., A2 - A2, a re the self-dual 2-forms and P_AJ = Ai are the anti-
solf-dual ones. Defino the operator

DA = P-DA

- 1 0 -

and let V'A be its Lj-adjoint. We have

/>; = - *„ DA *h.
Everywhere below we compute the star-operator and all adjoint operators
with respect to the metric h. We shall omit in *;, the subscript h , keeping
in mind that * = *K • We are looking for a connection A = Ao + a such
that its curvature is self-dual:

It follows that the unknown tensor a must satisfy

VAaa + P ^ ( o A « ) t P-FAa = 0.

Denote

(15)

(16)

a*b ~ -P.{aAb + b A a)

and let
a — D'Auu.

Then (16) is equivalent to

We are going to apply Taubes's method to equation (17). For this purpose
we need to estimate the first eigenvalue IJ,(A0} of the operator DAllD\^ . It
is well-known that 2

M(/lo) - m / ^ K (18)
l l U l i£ 3

where u £ /\l. and u f- 0 .

Proposition 2 1 There, extsts a constant o0 > 0 which is independent of
X such that (or sufficiently small X

- 1 1 -



Proof. We shall proceed as in [23j. Let

<b M -

and

Denote 0(J") — 2 J - i <t>

Set

and

Hence

where supp{u(l) c A/,

Tlien we have

We shiill estimate '̂

0 if x 5? BJA for every j = 1 16.

*) • Let u € A2 • Then

u, = 0u.

u = u0 + tii

= O,ar f- dM.

from below by ||uo||

since supp(ua) i.. A/. On the other hand

and therefore
- d'\MP'_\

-12-

But on M the metric /i coincides with the Euclidean metric and P.* "-" P.
Further P1 = P and

if tio G A- - The last is true because if u £ A2- , then

- 0) * u -- 4>}u •-- -ua.

It follows that

But * is isomery, from which we get that

since *uo = -u0 . W e conclude that

(20)

M is a compact manifold with the boundary 9M = U'li "^^SA • Moreover
~ 0 • Then we can apply the Poincare inequality which gives

l l^flJt (Ml

From (20),(21) and from the fact that ||uo||£,3(AY) ~ l!u°iii (K) w e

I

(21)

(22)

Let A = dd' + d'd be the operator of Laplace , corresponding to the
Euclidean flat metric on M with Dirichlet boundary condition

£>(A) - {v e / / ' (M) : « | M - 0 } .

The number îj in the Poincare inequality (21) is actually the minimal
eigenvalue of the Laplace's operator A with Dirichlet boundary condition
( [24] ).fi? depends on M , M itself depends on A. We want to obtain a
lower estimate on fi2 i which does not depend on A. For this aim we arc
going to apply a theorem of Li and Yau ([25]) .

-13-



Theorem 4 1 ( Li and Yau,[25] ) Let M be a compact manifold with.
boundary 3M, JJic(M) > K, K < 0 and lit H be one lower bound for the
mean curvature of dM with respect to outer to dM unit normal. Then

(n~l)p2 (23)

where
a =- moi(exp(l + (I - cp2K)i),exp{~cIlp)),

c — co>tsl(n),n — dim(M},p is the inscribe radius of M.

In our case dM is union of 16 three-dimensional spheres of radius 2A.
Outside with respect to M normal to dM is the inside normal to everyone
of the spheres. But the mean curvature of a sphere of radius R with respect
to the inside normal is jj ([22] , p. ). Therefore the mean curvature of 3M
is ~ and II -t 0 is one its lower bound. The inscribe radius p(\) of M is
less than or equal to the inscribe radius r0 of K which doesn't depend on
A. The metric h coincides in M with the Euclidean flat metric, so we can
take K — 0 . Then a = e2,n = 4. Inserting all these data in (23) gives the
following bound for ii2 :

1 1 1 1

From (22) wo obtain that there exists fia > 0 which is independent of A
such that

In order to estimate the other two terms in (19) we need the formula of
Hochni-r-Weitzcnbok

where v k'. Al and p depend linearly on the Riemannianncurvature tensor
nf h ([23]). Thus, the present situation is more complicated than that in
2;s,3'2| , because the constants which will arise depend on the metric k, that

is, they depend oti A. We overcome this problem by applying the theorem

- 1 4 -

of Li and Yau. From the proof of l e m m a l.Section 1, which can be found
in Appendix, one deduces that ther is a constant fc3 > 0 such that

(26)

,. (27)

(28)

(29)

Her ki is independent of A.Then from (25) and (26) we get

From (29) and Proposition 1 ,Section 2,we obtain

From the Sobolev inequality we find that

IMI. <M[MI, +
Here k5 is independent of A. The combination of (28),(29) and Kato's
inequality

yields

By Poincare inequality

Now we are to apply again the theorem of Li and Yau. We have

p= 4A,0 > K = ~Ke,

The fact that there is independent of A positive constant ke, such that
Ric(h) > —ke follows imnedlatelv from the proof of Lemma 1. Then

-15-



a < maz{ei,e.c) -- J- and (log(a))2 > c2 . Therefore quoted theorem of Li
and Yau gives

for all sufficiently small X. Hence

From (30) and (31) it follows that

(31)

X' - ks}\\Ul\\l. (32)

We may chose Co in Proposition 1 arbitrary large.Then we chose A to be
so small that

A3 < min{—r, ). (33)

Thus

3 ks 3 , 2 1 s

sinco we have freedom to take Ca sufficiently large,i.e. such that JfcsCo3 >
^.Thcrforo

![p;o«i|li > —l|tii|| ',. (34)

We must estimate the middle term of (19). Let Lv = — Av — 6,6 G LIL{K).
Let x0 G K be an arbitrary point and r > 0 be a real number. We want
that b satisfies the estimate

(35)

(See [27[ , p.126, (5.1.3)). The following theorem holds

Theorem 5 1 (Morrcy,[27] ,Th.5.3.1,p.l37) Let U £ L\{K) be a bounded
function suck that U > 1 and

LV <0

-16-

weakly on K, that is,
{dU,dF)Li<{bU,F)L, (36)

for all smooth functions F > 0. Then there is a constant kl0 > 0,which
depends only on f,j*i,Co and the manifold K , such that

We assume that u is an eigenfunetion of PA,,PX,, '•

(37)

(38)

and ||«|[ia = 1. By Bochner-Weitzenbok formula (25) the equation (38) can
be rewritten as

A,,,u],v)L,-t- (p{u),v)L, = (39)

Let

A direct computation (using (39)) shows that there is a constant ku

(depending on nothing )such that

(dU,dF) < (\r-FAt>\U,F),.i -t (*„ +n(AD))[Lf,F)L3.

If IJ,(A0) > I we have nothing to prove. Hence we may assume M(-4<I) ^
l.Then

[dU,dF)Lt < (\\P-FAJ + kn\U,F)L3. (40)

(40) shows that (36) holds with b = \P_FA<t\ + kI2 and therefore we can apply
Morrey's theorem. But we want to compute u,fii,Ca in the bound (35) of
6,since they may depend on A. We integrate b. If [xj < X or \x\ > 2A,thcn
P-FAa = 0. Therefore ifA < nr < 2 A we have

by Proposition 1 .Otherwise P-FAa = 0. It follows that

-17-



Let v = f.Then

s>:ncc r < ~ < 1 and further

Hut from (33) we have that Ca\* < C0A
3 < \.Hence

If B(xo,r) n B 2 i = 0 we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, i t is interesting
to compute the integral over this intersection . So we may consider n = 1
without lost of generality. In this way we get that

WHL^B.) < Cor

and Co is independent on A. Comparing with (33) gives Hi = 1 . Now
from the Morrey theorem we conclude that there exists a constant ktot
depending only on the Kummer surface, such that

IML < IWIL ^ M ^ l l = kwVot{K) + kw\\u\\2^ < Mu | | l 2 (41)

since we have assumed ||u|]' -- 1. Now we are able to repeat the proof of
Lemma 2.17,p.7!5, in [23] , which states that we can find an independent of
A positive constant k{i such that

II^Uoil^AlMI^ + U^ullJ. (42)

From (10),(24),(:M),(42) and the same method as that on page 76 of [23],

it follows t.hn.1,

From (33) we have

A < min{-

-L8-

Let ktks< 1. Then

and therefore
A2 > — -4 4

> ^ > 0

for sufficiently large Co. The case k,k& > 1 is similar. Thus

(44)

where does not depend on A. From (18) and (44) it follows that

This completes the proof. Q.E.D.

4 Application of Taubes's iteration scheme

C.Taubes has solved the equation (17) by the foLkwing iterative scheme. One

looks for solution u in the form

where all u^ satisfy

with

and for k > 2

DAoD^uk ^ qk,k = 1,2,3,. . .

l =•- -P-FAnq2 - - D ^ M P ^ t

(45)

([32]) We have proved two estimates on the curvature FA,, (Proposition
1, Section 2) and the estimate /i(A0) > o0 > 0 (Proposition 2 ,Section 3)

-L9-



from which we need for application of the above iteration scheme. But we
are to be able to solve the linear equation (45) on every step. We can prove
Theorem 3.8 in [23] in the same way. Let Co be corresponding constant
in estimates (3.9),(3.40),(3.11) on the solution of (45) ([23],p.78). We may
assume that Co > 1. Now we introduce Taubes's iteration parameters

and

Denote

6(AB) = \\P-FAo\\Li \\FAn\\L.

By Theorem 3.14 ([23] ,p.78) we get that we can apply Taubes's method if

S{A0) < ee. (46)

[n fact, (46) gives an tipper bound of A. We shall calculate it, but first
we are going to pick up A in such a way, that (46) holds automatically.
As it was mentioned in the previous section, we have freedom to chose Co
arbitrary large . Till now we have the following lower bounds for Co :

Sy +*s
( 4 7 )

Actually,these bounds for Ca are not so essential for our purpose. Set
z — 1 + ~- , where aa is the same as in Proposition 2 , and N —
3.212jr2(^C0)

6.Then we take

Cn > <lz*Nsi{ Jfc4Jfcs < l a n d Co > if k,kb > 1 (48)

Now we fix one Co which satisfies (49). From (48) we obtain that

(Co - TV)5 > {2zNfC0\

-20-

1
that is,

On the other hand, let fc4fc5 > 1. We have

Co > ie,k]klz"Ns.

Therefore

Hence

From (51) we conclude that the interval (^vffl°, '

and therefore we can choose A in such a way that

< A10 <
{2k4ksC0

From the right inequality we find

(50)

i s n o t empty

(52)

which coincides with (33).If ktks < 1, then we similarly gel that

Therefore we can chose A such that

From (54)

/3 i . 1 . 1 i
7 - ) = < A < m m {( — ) , , ( ) , } ,

2 C 2 G A : / f

(53)

(54)

-21-



Then

\\P-FAo\\l, <1+ 2_ = g

from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 . Now we take A such that

CB{\ +

From (50) we conclude that the interval

,87r!.24

( 5 6 )

(57)
-o CO{1 + 2zC£){2tC0)*

is not empty and we can choose X such that A4 belongs to it. We fix A. Now
lit is return to (46). We have

( see (55) ). Then we apply Proposition 1 :

it-""6 < (C0A
4 + /J2COA5(1 + C

On the other hand

C0X)
2 Co

( see (54) ). Thus we obtain

<*>V6 < C0(l

since wo hiiv« chosen A such that \* belongs to the interval (57), Therefore
(46) holds and now we are able to use Taubes's iteration method. Thus in
this way we proved Theorem 1 in Introduction.
Onr> important romark.The Euler characteristic of our Kummer surface
is equal to 24 because it is of type K3.Then we find the following topological
obstruction for A :

- 2 2 -

by Proposition 1 . Therefore

8^.24 < A4.
o

This is the reason that we were very carefull in chosing A such that the
interval (57) is not empty. Otherwise we would not be able to apply Taubes's
scheme.

5 Proof of the stability of Kummer surfaces1

tangent bundle
In this section we prove that the tangent bundle of the Kummer surface K
is stable. In fact, we prove that the cotangent bundle T*(K) is stable.but
from this it follows imediateiy that the tangent bundle of K is stable too
and in this way we prove our main result.
Let A = AB + a be the connection, which is solution of the self- duai
equations (15), whose existence is provided by Theorem 1 . Now we
change the orientation and A becomes an anti-seif-dual connection :

*hFA=~FA. (58)

Then we chose an orthogonal basis dxt,dx,2,dx3,dx4 of 7" (with respect

to the metric h). Denote

/ p = <tx\ A dx-iVj-Xz A <iii,

//• = dxi A dxz±dzi A dx2,

/ j - = dij A dxiVjtxi A dx3,
(/[+, / j + , f$ ) fortns a basis of A+ - the space of self-dual 2-forms and (/f , }{, /
is a basis of A., the apace of anti-self-dual 2-forms(|9]), Since h\ is anti-
self-dual ((58))wc have

FA = AY/," t ,Vfj- t PF;. (59)

Introduce a complex basis dzudz2 of T'i'°{K) ~ T'(K) (and therefore

dzud£i is a basis of r '° ' l(K) ) by

dzi ~ dxl -A idx-i.

- 2 3 -
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Then we get that

and

Hence

and

fl = - {

*(dzi A dzi) — -dz2 A dzi,

*{dzi A dz,} - -dzi A dSi.

iM

iM* fA = ,f\dz2 -r-dzi A dzi + .... (60)

Let w be the fundamental form of h. In our basis it can be expressed as

w — —(dzt A dzi + dzi A dij).

Define the operator L as

and let A be its /J2-adjoinl. It holds that

A -• L, -- w * L*

fsce [37] ). We want to compute .\!'\- From (60) and the definition of L
ve obtain

L * FA = -{dz-i A rfi] /3j A df2) A A

— (dzi A <î 2 A dzi — dz-i A dZi A ds] A rfii) = 0.

Therefore \FA --- 0 and in this way we have proved the following

Proposition 3.1 Tke cotangent bundle T" of the Kummer surface K ad-
mils a Htrmilian-Einstein connection.

- 2 4 -

Now we are ready for the
Proof of the Theorem 3.The first Chern class of K is determined by

cfT*) = -~dddct(h) =- ̂ -dadei{h)
27T 27T

( see 1(5.25) and 11(2.22) in [18] ).We may assume that

ddu =•-- 0. (61)

Certainly, by a theorem of Gauduchon ( [ l l j ) we can make a conformal
change of metric

fci = fh,

where / > 0 .Then the fundamental form of hi will satisfy (61). Here it's
very important that the complex dimension of K is equal to 2. The connec-
tion A will remain anti-self-dual because the star-operator * is conformally
invariant.Integrating by parts we obtain that

deg(T") = / cj(7") A ui = — / dddet(k) A u - — f Ac\,{h)ddv - 0

since (61).Therefore
pt{T') •= deg(T-)/2 -- 0.

This does not contradict the fact that A is a Hermitian-Einstein connection.
Contrary.it is compatible with it. Certainly, if AFA -• <p.I , then ( see j20')

V -^
2TT

Vol(K)'
and in our case we have ip — 0 by Proposition 3 and ft(Tm) •-•• 0 ;LS we
have just seen.
Now if we repeat the arguments of Liibke [26] we will obtain the desired
result. Q.E.D.
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Appendix

We are going to prove Lemma 1 in Section 2. It is well-known that

xj dx,dx, dxjdx,, dxkdx.'

f
x, dxk dz,

We see that it is sufficient to obtain upper estimates on the quantities

SCverywhrrc below we assume that |x|2 = S j = 1 i j < 4A5 < l(x e Bji).
I. First we shall estimate \h'' .

\D\ < 2|Q](I •+ x\ + x̂

Similarly we obtain
|Cj < 4,|Z?| < 5, \A\ < 31

and

x2 I 01 = 2a2 - 2Q + 1 > - .
4Ah - C2 •- L

From formula (8),Section 2, and from above estimates , it follows that

for some constant C" > 0.
2.We estimate the second derivatives as follows.

dIJ da , , , w

where

and

( • 2(1 -I- r; +

u •-- — [(1 +
dX

Thon
l c ) D .

-26-

I t is easy to verify t h a t |u | < 3 and [v\ < 16 . Hence

dxt

In order to estimate first and second derivatives of a we need the following

Lemma 2 1 ([14]) The C°° function a can be chosen such that there is
an independent of X positive constant C for which the estimates

<C2\~

hold.

Then

Similarly we get that

Further
dj^ _
dxt i

+ a[(£>/drO(1 +x\ +
,013, _

| — | < 8C2 + 138.
d

I < 8C2 + 138.

f x\ -f

\ < 150.

40-

We have

- vTTTt\ <

since t < 16A! .But we have chosen X < ^ and therefore

-27-



this and from the Lemma 2 we find

h < 76C2 4 150.

On the analogy of the above computations we prove that

dA
j < canst.

hi conclusion we obtain that

dxk
< C"

for sonic C" > 0 which is independent of A.
',i. After twice differentiation and application of the Lemma we conclude
that there exists a constant C" > 0 which is independent of X such that

< C".
'dxtdxt' -

The' proof of this fact is lengthy but there are no new points and we omit it.
Now we have estimated all terms of the formula In the beginning, that is,
we have obtained the desired estimate on the Rlemanniaim tensor.Q.E.D.
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